
Strengths and Weaknesses

Definition

Acceleration Physical Quickly generating speed in the first few meters

Top speed Physical Achieving a high maximum speed over longer distances

Agility Physical Changing direction quickly with and without the ball

Body strength Physical Using the body to hold off opponents and win challenges and duels

Balance Physical Remaining upright when sprinting, turning, dribbling and dueling

Stamina Physical Maintaining a high quality and quantity of actions during the match

Covering depth Defensive Defending the space in behind the defensive line

1v1 defending Defensive Not getting dribbled past in frontal 1v1's

Defending crosses Defensive Dealing with crosses by positioning, marking and clearing

Pressing Defensive Chasing down opponents intensely and effectively

Defensive positioning Defensive Positioning based on the location of teammates, opponents and the ball

Marking Defensive Staying close to opponents to limit their options on the ball

Shot stopping (GK) Defensive Preventing conceding goals by making saves when opponents shoot

Short passing Offensive Passing over short distances to create better situations

Long passing Offensive Finding teammates over long distances with accurate passes

Press resistance Offensive Keeping the ball when under heavy pressure by one or more opponents

Dribbling Offensive Progressing with the ball past an opponent or into open space

Crossing Offensive Creating scoring opportunities with different kinds of crosses

Creativity Offensive Disbalancing opponents by finding and executing unexpected solutions

Deep runs Offensive Making runs in behind the defense to receive the ball or create space

Set pieces Offensive Accurate and effective delivery from set pieces

Shooting Offensive Both the decision making and execution when it comes to shots

Ground duels General Competing in duels that take place on the ground

Aerial duels General Competing in duels that take place in the air

Spatial awareness General Being aware of one's surroundings by collecting information effectively

Work rate General Bringing energy into a game and execution actions with a high intensity

Leadership General Leading by example and helping teammates frequently and effectively

Tag


